Present and Accessible
in our Neighbourhood
The Goal of the Indaba is to make Knysna Baptist
Known and Impacting in our neighbourhood for the
Glory of Jesus
PLEASE COMPLETE SURVEY AND RETURN BY NEXT
SUNDAY (9 AUGUST).
BOX PROVIDED IN FOYER MARKED “INDABA”.

Name:
Contact No:
Email:

THANK YOU

AGREE

(Agree or Disgree)

DISAGREE

General Questions
Knysna Baptist Church is the whole congregation –
every person has a role to play as Light and Salt.
Comment:

This Indaba will help our church shine Christ's Light
in the neighbourhood.
Comment:

YOUR PERSPECTIVE:
When you think of “Salt of the earth” and “Light of the world”, what
do you imagine KBC to look like in the future?

What one thing would you hope to come out of this Indaba?

Help us identify forums for this “Salt and Light” Indaba!
Guide us to appoint relevant forums, by telling us which you would like to
contribute to. Please choose at least one – we need your participation!
(Note: Even if you're not gifted in these areas, you might still have valuable ideas to
share. Or perhaps, you have neither ideas, nor abilities, but still have a passion to sit in
on the forum – then tick them!)

These Ministries can increase our Presence
and Accessibility in the neighbourhood

I CHOOSE:

(tick each applicable)

1. Prayer (specifically towards being Salt and Light)
2. Children's ministry
3. Teenagers' ministry
4. Young adults' ministry
5. Seniors' ministry
6. Sunday worship (including worship culture,
Bible Translations, Music, Leading, Sound Desk)
7. Evangelising Non believers
8. Discipling New believers
9. Family/ Social events
10. Caring inside the church
11. Caring outside the church
12. Counselling (incl outside the church)
13. Sunday Service (welcoming experience of new
comers, from arrival to departure)
14. Computers and Internet, social media
16. Church Partnership
Continue on next page

These Ministries can increase our Presence
and Accessibility in the neighbourhood

I CHOOSE:

(tick each applicable)

17. Addressing national issues
18. Publishing, bulletins
19. Advertising, signage, promotion
20. Art, Décor, Design, aesthetics
21. Administration/secretarial
22. Others? (remember: These are about increasing the Presence
and Accessibility of the Gospel in our neighbourhood)

Note: This list is not comprehensive. Neither will all items become forums. It
depends on the responses we receive.

Are there any particular talents, gifts, expertise etc that you would like to
use for Christ's glory in our church and neighbourhood?

Comment:

